U.S. Government customers supporting national security missions require capabilities that keep pace with rapid technological change while meeting information assurance standards for classified information.

These customers are increasingly seeking immediate use of the latest commercial hardware and software technologies for national security systems (NSS), which include systems that handle classified information or are critical to U.S. military or Intelligence Community activities.

The National Security Agency (NSA) Information Assurance Directorate (IAD) has approved CACI as a trusted systems integrator for its Commercial Solutions for Classified (CSfC) program to provide system integration development and support to U.S. Government agencies. Through the CSfC program, CACI experts deliver innovative technologies for classified use, such as specialized hardware and software, enterprise "grey zone" networks, secure cellular/5G, secure WiFi capabilities, and more.

For more information, contact:

Rich Ouellette
(443) 655-3453
rouellette@caci.com

For more information about our expertise and technology visit:
www.caci.com
**Features**

- Achieve system interoperability, including classified communication and information sharing
- Enable classified data to travel over commercial networks by adhering to NSA capability packages
- Modernize aging NSS platforms
- Replace expensive high assurance internet protocol encryptor networks where classified networks are required
- Deliver agile, scalable security solutions
- Deliver secure wireless mobility solutions
- Cleared, Top Secret secure integration facility provided
- Advanced ISO certified secure supply chain processes

**Benefits**

- Optimize software transitions, system performance, and future system planning while reducing costs
- Support commercial hardware and software products that are releasable to international National Information Assurance Partnership (NIAP) customers
- Enhance logistics and lifecycle efficiencies by using commercial products

CACI utilizes NSA-approved components and the latest Agile development processes to quickly deliver scalable solutions for the classified communications networks our customers require.

The NSA CSfC program was established to facilitate the use of commercial products in systems that utilize classified information. As a trusted CSfC integrator, CACI quickly delivers commercial-based hardware and software solutions that meet NSA classified information assurance standards.

- CACI designs and integrates commercial hardware and software products into U.S. Government communications networks that handle classified information, recommends products for certification, and provides evidence to the approving authority relevant to each customer.
- We design, test, and maintain network solutions, and monitor and respond to security incidents in accordance with NSA CSfC Capability Packages.
- We select NSA-approved commercial hardware and software to assemble products and design processes that meet information assurance standards for classified information.
- The CSfC process enables commercial products for use in layered solutions to protect classified NSS information.

As a CSfC trusted systems integrator, CACI delivers a spectrum of innovative technologies to enable secure, classified mobile communications.

- CACI’s Mobility Management (CMM) mobile device security system provides NSA Secret-approved voice, video, and data connectivity using 3G/4G/5G LTE cellular and WiFi networks.
- CMM combines the latest commercial mobile device capabilities, including seamless roaming between cellular and WiFi, with exponentially greater security by utilizing NIAP-evaluated and CSfC-approved hardware and software.

CACI’s approximately 22,000 talented employees are vigilant in providing the unique expertise and distinctive technology that address our customers’ greatest enterprise and mission challenges. Our culture of good character, innovation, and excellence drives our success and earns us recognition as a *Fortune* World’s Most Admired Company. As a member of the *Fortune* 500 Largest Companies, the Russell 1000 Index, and the S&P MidCap 400 Index, we consistently deliver strong shareholder value. Visit us at www.caci.com.